Abstract-In this work, we present a multimodal system for active robot-object interaction using laser-based SLAM, RGBD images, and contact sensors. In the object manipulation task, the robot adjusts its initial pose with respect to obstacles and target objects through RGBD data so it can perform object grasping in different configuration spaces while avoiding collisions, and updates the information related to the last steps of the manipulation process using the contact sensors in its hand. We perform a series of experiment to evaluate the performance of the proposed system following the the RoboCup2018 international competition regulations. We compare our approach with a number of baselines, namely a no-feedback method and visual-only and tactile-only feedback methods, where our proposed visual-and-tactile feedback method performs best.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Autonomous service robots need several skills, such as motion planning in dynamic environments, object recognition and manipulation, human-robot interaction, and realtime awareness. These skills have been continuously evaluated in domestic environments and put into practice in competitions such as Robocup@Home [1] and RoCKIn@Home [2] , where the difficulty of the tasks increases each year to challenge the state-of-the-art technique. Nowadays, the tasks a service robot has to perform involves the integration of many skills, as individual systems can't provide all the information required to solve a given problem. One approach to system integration is through active perception, where the robot has to actively decide what to sense depending on the input sensors and the task at hand, and then act accordingly to the information received.
Such approaches have been proven useful in the navigation [3] and path planning tasks [4] as well as for active multiview object recognition [5] , where the authors make an intelligent feature sampling that performs well in a given task while decreasing computational time. Furthermore, [5] proposes an active view planning system to integrate new observations and deciding where to move the sensor next. However, when the task involves robot interaction with the scene, such as navigation without collisions or grasping objects without dropping them, current techniques favor mechanic and algorithmic precision rather than active reasoning [6] [7] .
Moreover, an important restriction comes from the mapping process itself. In the case of the Toyota Human Support Robot (HSR) [8] , it uses the Robot Operating System (ROS) [9] navigation stack, that includes path planning, obstacle avoidance, mapping and localization. In the mapping process, it generates an occupancy grid from a series of 2D laser readings, and differentiates between empty, occupied, and unknown space. As the sensor readings come from 2D scans at a fixed height, objects are partially mapped (e.g. only the legs from tables or chairs are added to the map) and the volumetric information is lost.
In the object manipulation task, after the object detection and recognition steps, the robot has to plan the grasping trajectory such as it avoids collisions, and therefore the robot pose is limited by the arm's configuration space (i.e. all the possible poses the arm may take at a given robot position, considering the obstacles in the range). Localisation systems are able to update their map dynamically when changes are detected, and accurately pose the robot in a safe position to grasp an object. However, when changes are small or they happen after the robot reached the destination, an active perception system is desired to update its knowledge and perform the requested task successfully.
In this work, we present our active robot-object interaction system that uses multimodal feedback in the object manipulation task. More specifically, we present our solution for the RoboCup2018 Procter and Gamble (TM) Dishwasher Challenge [10] where a service robot has to clean a table and place all dishes into a dishwasher. The dishwasher door is closed and the robot has to open it by manipulating the door handle. In the following sections we will present the details of our implementation.
II. MULTIMODAL ROBOT-OBJECT INTERACTION
We propose an active object manipulation systems using a 3-DOF RGBD camera (height, pan and tilt movements) on top of a service robot and a 6-axis force sensor in the hand. Through this sensors, the robot is able to detect the obstacle's position and orientation in robot coordinates while the different states of the manipulation process take place ( Figure 1 ).
In particular, the robot arrives near the dishwasher within an uncertainty given by the localisation system based on 2D laser scans, but with a localisation error big enough to affect the performance in the dishwasher's door handle grasping step using only the arm's inverse kinematics. Therefore, we propose the use of the upper RGBD camera to update the robot's relative position to the dishwasher and to locate the handle, and then we use the contact sensor in the robot manipulator to detect when the robot reaches it. This approach allowed us to be the only team in the category able to open the dishwasher door at the RoboCup2018. 
A. Active vision-based system
We start with a point cloud of 3D features from the RGBD camera on top of the robot. We transform the camera's coordinates system to a robot coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2 , by applying a series of geometric transformations as follows. Given a 3D point s i = (x i , y i , z i ) in camera coordinates, and a known camera orientation, φ T ILT and θ P AN and position t we obtain the point in robot coordinates as
Given a point cloud in robot coordinates, we project the XYZ point cloud to the horizontal plane XY and find the set of points S in the robot's line-ofsight, and extract the straight line l that best fit this set using RANSAC [11] . The minimum number of iterations can be found as
where p is the probability of success, the percentage of outliers in the dataset, and s is the size of S. The distance from a point q to a line defined by two points, p 1 and p 2 , is calculated as follows 
Finally, we obtain the normal vector to the robot's frontalplane n = (n x , n y , n z ) = (1, 0, 0) and calculate the angle ω between the edge l and normal vector n cos(ω) = l · n |l||n| and the distance to the edge as the averagel x component of the extreme points in l after orientation correction, i.e.l, defined aŝ
In Figure 3a , it can be observed the result in robot coordinates after performing RANSAC in the XY planethe input point cloud was limited in depth, height, and width so it doesn't include the floor plane nor objects to far from the robot. In Figure 3b we show the found edge in camera coordinates. 2) Object position detection: Similarly, given a point cloud in robot coordinates and the robot being aligned to the dishwasher, from the plane XY view we find the closest point p c to the camera plane, i.e. the point p c with the lowest x value, as shown in Figure 4 . 
B. Active contact-based system
The Toyota HSR is able to detect a force applied to the hand by a series of 6 axis force sensors mounted on the wrist. We align the hand's X force axis to a normal vector to the obstacle's plane and then we move the gripper in the direction of the target object until we detect that the manipulator touches the obstacle's plane with the force sensor to finally close it to grasp the object. Figure 5 shows the result of this approach where the obstacle corresponds to the dishwasher and the target object to the door handle. 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We present our results on multimodal feedback for object manipulation, namely, relative robot position and orientation correction with respect to obstacles edges and object position. In the experiments, for RANSAC we set p = 99%, = 50%, and MIN = 0.01m, and performed the dishwasher door opening.
The algorithm first align the robot to the dishwasher and then finds the door handle. While the robot manipulator approaches the target object, it occludes the top camera's view (Figure 6a and Figure 6b ). It can be observed that this approach is robust to occlusions as long as segments of the main line are still visible, and therefore we know the relative position of the robot with respect to the obstacle edge, so we can adjust its pose accordingly to perform the manipulation task. However, the door handle occlusion make it unable to continue using visual feedback in the grasping step, as shown in Figure 6c and Figure 6d and, in consequence, the contact sensor information is used to detect when the robot reaches the target to successfully performing the task. Finally, we use visual feedback to know whether the door was opened successfully. It can be observed that, in case of occlusions due to the manipulator, even though the obstacle edge alignment is still possible, the target object detection fails.
In the proposed task, the robot starts at a known position and has to arrive in front of the dishwasher and aim to open it. To fairly evaluate the performance using only mechanical information (i.e. no visual feedback), the experimental design included two main configurations: one where the robot position in front of the dishwasher is constant -i.e. hardcoded and therefore it required frequent and time-consuming map initialisation to reduce to the minimum the cumulated drift error -and one where the robot arrives around a known position with a random drift in position and orientation as follows. The lateral drift was a uniform random number between -0.1 and 0.1 meters while the frontal drift was between -0.2 and 0.0 meters, i.e. positions closer to the dishwasher where omitted to avoid collisions due to the lack of visual feedback in some methods. The orientation drift went from -15 to 15 degrees, and the door handle position randomly varied around its center in x and y with values from -0.05 to 0.05 meters.
We performed a series of experiments to evaluate our approach in the door opening task and compare it with a number of baselines as follows. First, with no-feedback more than the arm's inverse kinematics and a method that only uses tactile feedback, where the robot arrives to a known position in front of the dishwasher and executes a series of deterministic state machines. Then, we evaluated a method that only uses visual information and a method that uses both visual and tactile information. We run 10 experiments per method (feedback input) per configuration (constant or random position in front of the drawer). Results are reported in Table I . It can be observed that, while methods that only use mechanical feedback perform well in known setups, adding visual information increases their performance, even in unknown configurations. Although using visual information seems to be enough, tactile information is useful to confirm the manipulator pose, or in the opposite problem, where the robot has to close a door: the robot should move until it detects an increase in the force in the motion axis. An overall performance in the dishwasher's door opening task can be seen at https://youtu.be/zuLe1wamo8A . This approach was successfully tested in the RoboCup2018 Procter and Gamble (TM) Dishwasher Challenge.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present our results on multimodal active robot-object interaction using laser, visual and contact feedback. In the manipulation task, the robot workspace is restricted by the arm's configuration space so an active robot and object localisation is desired in dynamic environment such that the arm's configuration space intersects with the target object's position. After standard laser-based localisation, we introduced our edge extraction module given a point cloud of 3D features from an RGBD camera on top of the robot, and used it to correct the robot pose (position and orientation) with respect to the obstacle, and also use visual and contact feedback in the grasping task so the robot can actively adjust the gripper pose with respect to the object to detect changes in the target's position or whether the robot has reached it, and to confirm if the task has been executed successfully. We compare our method with a series of baselines obtaining better performance. The aim of this work is not to present the state-of-the-art on a given problem but to start the discussion on how manipulation intelligence can be achieved through active reasoning, where we favor the integration of several multi-task systems instead of a taskspecific solution.
